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---Layout of a drawing sheet
Everÿ drawing sheet is to foilow a particular layout. As a standard practice sufficient margins

are to be provided on all sides of the drawingsheet. The drawing sheet should have drawing

space and title page. A typical layout of a drarving sheet is shown in the figure below:

Figure 1. A typical layout of a drawing sheet.

Borders - A minimum of 10 mm space left all around in between the trimmed edges of,

the sheet.

Filing margin - Minimum 20 mm space left on the left hand side with border included.

This provided for taking perforations .

Grid reference system - This is provided on all sizes of industriai drawing sheets for'

easy location of drawing within the frame. The length and the rvidth of the fiames are

divided into even number of divisions and labeled using numerals or capital

letters. Number of divisions for a particular sheet depends on complexity of the

drawing. The grids along the horizontal edges are labeled in numerals where as

grids along verticai edges are labeled using capitai letters. The length of each grids can

be between 25 mm and 75 mm. Numbering and lettering start from the corner of
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the sheet opposite to the title box and are repeated on the opposite sides. they are

written upright.Repetition of letters or numbers like AA, BB, etc., if they exceed that
of the alphabets. For first year engineering students grid references need not be
followed.
Title box - An important feature on every drawing sheet. This is located at the bottom
right hand comer of every sheet and provides the technical and administrative details of
the drawing. :The title box is divided into two zones

a. Identification zone : In this zone the details like the identification number or
part number, Title of the drawing, legal owner of the drawing, etc. are to be
mentioned-

b. Additional information zone: Here indicative items lime symbols indicting the
system of projection, scale used, etc., the technical items lime method of
surface texture, tolerances, etc., and other administrative items are to be
mentioned.

Layout of the title box recommended for Engineering Drawing Course
The title box shown in figure 2 canbe used for the engineering Drawing Course.

r rvlsr,Llçrtr iltçrillJrl Èyilruur 
Tiüg

.,
Figure2. Atypical title box recommended for Engineering students.

--Lettering
Lettering ii used for writing of titles, sub-titles, dimensions, scales and other details on a
drawing. Typical lettering features used for engineering drawing is shown in figure 3. The
following rules are to be followed in lettering. The letter sizes generaily recommended for
various items are shown in Table 1.

. Essential features of lettering - legibility, unifonnity, ease, rapidity, and suitability for
microfihning/photocopying/any other photographic processes

. No omamental and embeliishing sÿle of letter

. Plain letters and numerals which are clearly distinguishable from each other in order to
avoid any conf*sion even in case of slight mutilations
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The lndian standard followed for lettering is BIS: 9609

. Single stroke lettering for use in engineering drawing - vÿidth of the stem of the letters
and numerals will be uniforrnly thick equal to thickness of lines produced by the tip of
the pencil.

. Single stroke does not mean - entire letter written without lifting the pencil/pen

Lettering types generally used for creating a drawing are

. Lettering A - Height of the capital letter is divided into 14 equal parts

. Lettering B - Height of the capital letter is divided into 10 equal parts

Table 2 andTable 3 indicates the specifications for Type A and Type B letters.

flliE THIÇKilEsg sPÀcrHG Éeriryerlr

THAEATTET,S

SFACIHG BETWEET\I IIJORB§

ET RIhI YPE§
Êtter.ing typÊ

Figure 3. Typical lettering features.
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Heights of Letters and Numerals

1. Height of the capital letters is equal to the height of the numerals used in dimensioning
2. Height of letters and numerals - different for different purposes

Table I The letter sizes recommended for various items

Sr
I'lo-

ltem Size (mnr)

1 Name of the company 14.14,2ü

2 Drawing nltrmbers, letters dênoting
section planes 10, 'ï4

J Trtte of the Drawing 7, 1A

4 SLrb-titles and headinq 5,7

5 Dimensionirq, Notes, Schedules,
Material list

3.5,7

6 Alteration entries and tolerances

Table 2. Specifieations of A -Type Lettering
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SpecificaÉions Value Size (n'lnr)

Capltalletter
height h 2.5 3.5 5 7 10 T4 2t

Lowercase
ietter height s = (5[]h 2.5 2tr

!r -rJ 5 v 10 4tl.+

Thickness of
lines b = (1114)h 0.18 0.25 035 05 0.7 1 1_4

Spacing
between
characters

6 = (1ffih 0.35 0.5 0_7 I 1_4 2 2.8

Min. spacing
b/n words

d = (3Ilih 1.05 1.5 2.1
,}
._t 42 D OJ

u _Ét

Min. spacing
bln baselines e = (10tr)h 3"5 5 7 10 14 20 28

Table 3. Specifications of B -Type Lettering

Specifications Value Size (mm)

Capital letter
height h 2.5 3.5 5 7 10 '14 20

Lowercase
letter height a = (7110)h 2.5 3E

*J -.J Â 7 10 1+

Thickness of
lines

b = (1/10)h 0.25 035 0.5 0.7 4I 1.4 I

Spacing
between
characters

s = (1/5)h 0.5 0.7 1 1.4 2 2.8 ,l+

Min. spacing
bin words

d = (3/5)h 1.5 2.1 3 4.2 6 B_4 12

Min- spacing
b1n baselines e = {7i5ih 3.5 tr T 10 14 20 2B
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How to begin your drawing?
To start with the preparation of a drawing the procedure mentioned below may be followed:

. Clean the drawing board and all the drawing instruments using duster.

. Fix the drawing sheet on the drawing board.

. Fix the mini-drafter in a convenient position.

. Draw border lines using HB pencil.

. Complete the title box using HB pencil

. Plan spacing of drawings b/n two problems/views beforehand.

. Print the problem number on the left top and then commence the drawing work.

Keeping the drawing clean is a must

. Never sharpen pencils over drawing.

. 'Cl"un p".r"il poirt *ith a soft cloth after sharpening.

. Keep drawing instruments clean.

. Rest hands on drawing instruments as much as possible - to avoid smearing the
graphite on the drawing.

. When darkening lines - try to work from the top of the drawing to the bottom, and
from left to the right across the drawing.

. IJse brush to remove eraser particles. Never use hands.

. Always use appropriate drawing pencils.
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Geometric Construction

Drawing consists of construction of primitive geometric forms viz. points, lines and planes

that serve a the building blocks for more complicated geometric shapes and def,rning the
position of object in space.

The use of lines for obtaining the drawing of planes is shown in figure 1.

' Àr{GtË§ T*IâHGLE9i_LLÆ eWU
Tur= §BTu§Ë stËHr EaulLÀJERAt iàorcer-es sGALEHE Éc*LEnE

EqUt^H6U1Af, RlÉHf ÔÈTuÈË

l-;rr-ïr,7ffiEim
l'', '", l l.i: ',''.,:'lLl t
ssuaRE F.ECrÂNGLE EHorlBU8 RHoÀlÛolD TRÀFEZEID TEêSEzlqM

d\1------T\ftTJ \J\ÿ
PEHTAC.oH HEXÂGOH HEPYÀGON

trtAFt pot*YGgil§ftffili''.:.-.-7 li''=:-j-:.'-\.;.-./ .u.i
EqTÊ-GAN HÔNAGO}*

-â= ----.tluqFÇÂqoH gl0uEcÀGoÉ

-1 Figure 1 illustrates various planes generally encountered
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Solids are obtained by combination of planes. P1ane surfaces of simple solids are shown in '

frgxe2.

ffi
SQUARE

t- l L

E
RIGHT

-^
-J.\

h#
CUBE

;'(tlii,:r

U
OBLIQUE

c_\ ^qffi\t--J §7 ft
HEXAHEDHON OTTAHEDftON DODE(AIJEDRON I(T§ÀHEDRON

trm ffimv
OBLIOUE EIGHT OBLTQIjË RIGHT TËUNCATED

ftEfTAÊ,lGULAR TRIAIîIGULÊR FENTAG0NAL HEÏAGONÂL TRIANGULAB

t:Llf'lt! l-'l-li'.l1-j-i5

A 4ü8#Ç
ftIGHT OBLIQUE FRUSTUM TRUNTATED SQUARE ÈOUND

Figure 2 surfaces of few simples solids

TËTRAHEDftON
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In addition, curved surfaces also exists. Figure 3 shows some of solids having curved

surfaces.

ü@Üpffi#fl#ffi
Spt-iEflÉ TgRUS FRçI,1TE SBLA;Ë FÂHË.ËOLtiD HYFEflflOL0lD SERPEl{ilf'lE

t0H0lCI HiLle0lF HYFEfiBÜI.OID

Figure 3. Solids having curved sulfaces.

Primitive geometric forms
The shapes of objects are formed from primitive geometric forms . These are

1. Line
2. Plane
3. Solid
4. Doubly curved surlace and object
5. Warped surface

The basic 2-D geometric primitives, from which other more complex geometric forms are

derived.

. Points,

. Lines,

. Circles, and

. Arcs

HYFIRBOLII PÂft.{EÜLüID {TtINDEÜID
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Point

A point is a theoretical location that has neither vridth, height, nor depth and describes exact

iocation in space. A point is represented in technical drawing as a small cross mads of dashes

thàt are approximately 3 tnm long. As shown in figure 4, a point is used to mark the locations
of centers and loci, the intersection ends, middle of entities

pprorimaterly 1 /Srlong

I-
ÿ
+

(A)Point (B) Ertruded {C} Pointnsdeatthe
interrection of 2 curves

i
----J- t,\r, 

x
(DJ Point aJ the qentre of a circle (Dl Point nodes at the end of a line

iFl Point noder at tlre line rnid point
(G) Foinr node at the

interseclion of 2 liner

Figure 4. shows the various use of points.

Line

A line is a geometric primitive that has length and direction, but no thickness. Lines may be
straight, curved or a combination of these. As shown in figure 5, lines have few important
relationship or conditions, such as parallel, intersecting, and tangent. Lines can be of specific
length or non-specific length. A Ray is a sShaight line that extends to infinity from a specified
point.
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Scales

There is a wide variation in sizes for engineering objects. Some are very large (eg. Aero
pianes, rockets, etc) Some uue vey small ( wrist watch., MEMs components)

There is a need to reduce or enlarge while drawing the objects on paper. Some objects can be

drawn to their actual size. The proportion by which the drawing of aan object is enlarged or
reduced is called the scale of the drawing.

De{inition
A scale is defined as the ratio of the linear dimensions of the object as represented in a
drawing to the actual dimensions of the same.

. Drawings drawn with the same size as the objects are calted full sized drawing.

. It is not convenient, always, to draw drawings of the object to its actual size. e.g.

Buildings,
. Heavy machines, Bridges, Watches, Electronic devices etc.
. Henee scales are used to prepare drawing at

o Full size
o Reduced size
o Enl.arged size

BIS Recommended Scales are shown in table L.

Table 1. The common scales recommended.

Intermediate scales can be used in exceptional cases where recommended scales can not be

app li e d for functio nal r e as ot?s.

Reducing scales

i:Y (Y> 1) 1

1

i

,-)
.t-.

?0

200

?000

i:5

i:50
1:500

1:5000

i
i
i

1û

100

i000

i0000

Enlargrng scales

)r1 (, =1)

50:i.

5:tr

20-I

?-1

l-0:L

FuLl size scales 1:1
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Types of Scale :-
Engineers Scale: The relation between the dimension on the drawing and the actual
dimension of the object is mentioned numerically (like 10 mm: 15 m).

Graphical Scale:-Scale is drawn on the drawing itself. This takes care of the shrinkage of the
engineer's scale when the drawing becomes old.

Types of Graphical Scale :-

. Plain Scale

. Diagonal Scale

. Vemier Scale

. Comparative scale

. Scale ofchords

Representatiÿe fraction (R.F.) :-

E tr - .LÊnghgl-an obieet on the drawingrt'!=' - Actual Length of the object

When a 1 cm long line in a drawing represents 1 meter length of the object

Length of scale : RF x Maximum distance to be represented

Plain scale :-

. A plain scale is used to indicate the distance in a unit and its nest subdivision.
o A plain scale consists of a line divided into suitable number of equal units. The first

unit is subdivided into smaller parts.
. The zero should be placed at the end of the lst main unit.
. From tbe zero mark, the units should be numbered to the right and the sub-divisions to

the left.
. The units and the subdivisions should be labelled clearly.
. The R.F. shouid be mentioned below the scale.

CËHTIMËTËft§

7cm 1

l-x 1ûCIcnr 10û

_1--4
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Construct a plain scale of RF : l:4, to show centimeters and long enough to measure up to 5

decimeters.

. R.F-:/t

. Lenglhof the scale =R.F. x max.length :1/q x5 dm : 12.5 cm.

. Draw a line 12.5 cm long and divide it in to 5 equal divisions, each representing 1 dm.

. Mark 0 at the end of the first division and I , 2, 3 and 4 at the end of each subsequent

division to its right.
. Divide the fust division into i0 equal sub-divisions, each representing 1 cm.
. Mark cm to the left of 0 as shown.
. Draw the scale as a rectangle of small \Midth (about 3 mm) instead of only a line.
. Draw the division lines showing decimeters throughout the width of the scale.'
. Draw thick and dark horizontal lines in the middle of all alternate divisions and sub-

. *tJ,'iiil ,"u1", print DECIMETERS on the right hinnd side, CENTMERTERS on
the left hand side, and R.F. in the middle.

I

R.F.

. Through Diagonal scale, measurements can be up to second decimal places

@.g- as».
. Are used to measure distances in a unit and its immediate two subdivisions; e.g. dnt,

: cm & mm, or yard, foot & inch.
. Diagonal scale can measure more accurately than the plain sçale.

Diagonal scale. ....Concept

. At end B of line AB, draw a perpendicular.

. Step-offten equal divisions of any length along the perpendicular starting from B and
ending at C.

. Number the division points 9,8,7,.....1.

. Join A with C.

. Throughthepoints 1,2,3,etc., drawlinesparalleltoAB andcuttingAC at l',2',3',
etc.

_1-4
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n Sirce the triangles are simila r;7'l =0.1 AB, 2'2: 0.2,\8, ..-- g'g: 0.9A8.

e Gives divisions of a given shorl lino AB iu multiples of 1i 10 its length, e.g. 0.148.
0.2A8,0.348, etc.

Construct a Diagonal scale of R-F :3:200 showing meters, decimeters and centimeters. The

scale should measure up to 6 meters. Show a distance of 4.56 meters

It lrl_É ll_l_llll.""r08Ê420

H.F s

. Length of the scale = Ql2A})x 6 m :9 cm

. Draw a line AB : 9 cm . Divide it in to 6 equal parts.

" Divide the frst part A0 into 10 equai divisions.
. At A draw a perpendicular and step-off along it 10 equal divisions, ending at D.

ô

ü

7

6

.+

1

l_
2Êû
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Diagonal Scale

a

a

a

Vernier Scale

01?3456I8s1
.IIEÇtHETEftS

ü5{3?rp
OEçIT'ËTÊE§

2

R.F =

23

ry

ü,É
rxFtx
Ë
rx
Ç

=r2ût
ti'lETERS

a

a

Complete the rectangle ABCD.
Draw perpendiculars at meter-divisions i.e. 7,2,3, and 4.

Draw horizontal lines through the division points on AD. Join D with the end of the

first division along A0 (i.e. 9).
Through the remaining points i.e. 8, 7,6, ... draw hnes ll to D9.
PQ:4.56 meters

BACrtrÿAR D VERHIER SCALE

ËE$llLlETER§
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decimal.

lilllililil

; up to second

ililillffir

. Similar to

. i{ Yernier

il

,lh0rfl[ttl
the nansca ivision MSD) ,
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§.

Baclrward Vernier scale

DEËTIIETER§.

Length A0 represents 10 cm and is divided in to 10 equal parts each representing 1

cm-
B0 : 11 (i.e. 10+1) such equal parts : 1 1 cm.
Divide B0 into i0 equal divisions. Each division of B0 will be equal to 11110: 1.1 cm

. frlt:ffi; between l part of A|and one partof B0:.1.1 cm -1.0 cm= 0.1cm or 1

firm.

Question: Draw a Vemier scale of R.F.: ll25 to read up to 4 meters. On it show lengths 2.39

m and 0.91 m

CENTfhIETERS

B gges 66 44 zz

IüETERS

Length of Scale : (l/25) x (4 x 100): 16 cm
Draw a 16 cmlong line and divide it into 4 equal parts. Each part is 1 meter. Divide
each of these parts in to 10 equal parts to show decimeter (10 cm).
Take 11 parts of dm length and divide it in to 10 equal parts. Each of these parts will
show a length of 1.1 dm or 11 cm.
To measure 239 m, place one leg of the divider at A on 99 cm mark and other leg at B
on 1.4 mark. (0.99 + 1.4:2.39)
To measure 0.91 m, place the divider at C andD (0.8 +0.11 : 0.91).

a

a

a

a

6543
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Comparative Scales

. Comparative Scale consists of two scales of the same RF, but graduated to read

dif[erent unit,constructed separately or one abovo the other.

: Used to compare distances expressed in dif[erent systems of unit e.g. kilometers and
miles,

o centimeters and inches.The two scales may be plain scales or diagonal scales or
Vemier scales.

1 Mile : 8 fi.r. : 7760 yd : 5280 ft

Construct a plain comparative Scales of RF : 11624000 to read up to 50 kms and 40 miles.
On these show the kilometer equivalent to 18 miles

{8 miles

3û 4fi
KiLOMETERS

RF=
6250û0

Kilometer scale

a

Mile Scale

LOS = {U625000) x 40 x 1760 xZ x72 = 4LOS = t1l625000) x 50 x 1000 x 100 = 8 cm

Draw a 4 tn.line AC and construct a plain scale to represent mile and 8cm line AB and
construct the kilometer scale below the mile scale.

On the mile scale, determine the distance equal to 18 miles (PQ)
Mark P'Q' : PQ on the kilometer scale such that P' will coincide with the appropriate main
division. Find the length represented by P'Q'.
P'Q' :29 km. (lMite: i.60934 km)

l0t0
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Scale of chords

Scale of chords is used to measure ,ngles when a protractor is not available, by comparing the
angles subtended by chords of an arc at the centre of the arc.
Draw a line AO of any suitable length.

. At O, erect a perpendicular OB such that OB - OA
With O as centre, draw an arc AB
Divide the arc in to 9 equal parts by the following method.

1. On arc AB, mark two arcs with centers A and B and radius - AO. By this the arc AB
is divided in to three equal parts

2. By trial and error method, divide each of these three parts in to three equal
subdiüsions.

The total length of AB is now divided in to 9 equal parts. Number the divisions as 10, 20,30,
40,etc.
Transfer all the divisions on the arc to th line AO by drawing arcs with A as a centre and radii
equal to the chords A-10, 10-20,20-30,.... AB.
Construct the linear degree scale by drawing the rectangles below AC. Mark the divisions in
the rectangle with zero below A and number the divisions subsequently as 10o, 20o, 30o, 40o,

.....,900
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